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Millennia shift.
Tick, tock, swing, sway;
back and forth, night and day;
up and down, ever round,
circles, cycles, sides abound.
Tectonic rifts, millennia shift;
Yang and Yin revolve again.
Tick-tock, tick-tock,
ever swings the cosmic clock;
ever shifting rival roles;
relentless tides;
conflicting poles.
Tick-tock, tick-tock, tick-tock.
Ever wonder why our world is undergoing such dramatic changes?
Why tensions exist both on a personal, national and global level?
Why cameras are everywhere? Are you even aware of the number of
cameras capturing your image wherever you go on a daily basis, that
you're being potentially "watched" most likely far more than you
realize?
If you're old enough, you know this is not the same world of only
thirty years ago. The world of sixty years ago is so vastly different
from today's world it would be unrecognizable to the youth of today
in values, ethics, technology, family structure, routine, recreation.
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Are you also aware that the next few decades will bring even more
changes? That by the end of the century this world won't even
resemble that of ten years ago? Why so many changes? Why?
It's all about numbers. Yes, numbers. Would you think there would
be any other answer coming from a numerologist?
As simple as this may seem, all things can be reduced to numbers
because numbers are nothing more than labels for invisible, gravitylike energy fields, divine ciphers describing circumstances, events,
attitudes, conditions, political systems – everything. Numbers are
also God codes, one way He speaks to us in ways we can understand,
if we want to spend time learning the language.

Think about it for a minute. Everything is numbers and without
numbers life couldn't exist. All computers exist on only two digits – 0
and 1. All banking systems are nothing but numbers. All science is
numbers. We could never have put a man on the moon or sent
interstellar craft (manned or unmanned) into space without numbers.
There could be no music without numbers, or speech, even light and
sound! This is precisely why the famous mathematician, philosopher
and scientist, Pythagoras, said:
Numbers rule the universe. Everything is arranged according
to number and mathematical shape.
It is also because of his understanding of numbers that Dr. Albert
Einstein, the greatest scientific mind of the Twentieth Century, said:
Everything is determined, the beginning as well as the end,
by forces over which we have no control. It is determined for
the insect as well as for the star. Human beings, vegetables
or cosmic dust, we all dance to a mysterious tune intoned in
the distance by an invisible piper.
Do you realize how powerful these statements from Pythagoras and
Einstein are? What these two esteemed gentlemen are saying:
“numbers rule the universe… ,” “everything is determined…”? These
are staggering statements and … they are absolutely true.
Are you also aware that through numbers we can know the blueprint
of our destiny in this life? Are you also aware that through numbers
we can prove the existence of God? That's right. God can be proven
with numbers. It's simple to understand. Man didn't create numbers.
Man didn't create the universe. Man can't even create peace in his
own household.
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Some power, far beyond the realm of man's comprehension, created
everything. That Power, that Intelligence, we call God, a Power
Einstein recognized when he said:
Everyone who is seriously involved in the pursuit of science
becomes convinced that a Spirit is manifest in the laws of the
universe, a Spirit vastly superior to that of man and one in the
face of which we, with our modest powers, must feel humble.
All this brings us to why times are changing and have been changing
so drastically over the last fifty years and why they will continue to
change until the end of this century. Here's why…

PART 1. Number Shift

Currently, our world is caught in the change between the 1st and 2nd
millennia.

Cosmically, the dimension in which we live is polar
– a construct of opposing forces maintaining a
positive and a negative charge. Thus, there is
masculine and there is feminine – polar
opposites. There is day and there is night;
there is black and there is white. There is up,
there is down; there is good, there is bad; there
is right, there is wrong, etc.

One [1] versus Two [2].

This polarized structure is the basis of the ancient Taoist symbol, ‘the
yin and the yang’ wherein the yin (the black side) represents the
female principle of the universe, and the yang (the white side)
represents the male principle. These separations exist on opposite
sides of a wavy line, depicting the non-linear, fluid, adjustable aspect
between the two extremes. In this Taoist symbol, there is a white dot
in the black side and a black dot in the white side signifying that
within each polarity there exists a part of its opposite: within the
feminine, there is masculine and within the masculine, there is
feminine; within the good there is bad and within the bad there is
good. In effect, neither polarity is exclusively one pure polarity.
The design of this polarized structure means there will always be
conflict within this creation. For every point of view, there will exist
an opposing point of view and when the pendulum swings one way, it
must, by its very nature, swing the other. Therefore, nothing is static.
Everything moves to a great cosmic rhythm. And so it is with
millennia. They ebb and flow, alternating in a pendulum motion
between positive and negative polarities.
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Numbers have attributes and characteristics.
The number 1 rules all things
Yang [male].
One is solo and single.
One seeks a solitary adventure.
One is the leader.
One is the pioneer.

The number 2 rules all things Yin
[female].
Two is social and together.
Two seeks company.
Two is the follower.
Two is the ultimate partner.

One goes first and shows the way.

Two assists, helps and supports.

One, being independent, stands
on its own two feet.

Two, being dependent, does not
stand alone.

One rules direct action and
energy in motion.
One rules the self and the ego.
One rules logic and reason.
One represents ambition,
courage and will.

Two rules indirect action and
reaction.
Two rules others and
relationships.
Two rules intuition and emotion.
Two represents togetherness and
compatibility.

In simpler words, ‘1’ and ‘2’ are direct opposites, as opposite as any
two numbers of the alpha-numeric spectrum can be.

Two things need to be mentioned here. Firstly, although the '1' rules
the male energy and, therefore, men in general, and the '2' rules the
female energy and women in general, all of us are a blend of
masculine and feminine energies in various compositions. No person
is comprised totally of all male energy or totally all female energy.
Secondly, each number, in this case the '1' and '2', carries its own
polar field maintaining a positive and negative charge. Thus, while the
'1' and '2' are polar opposites in themselves, both the '1' and the '2'
possess their own positive and negative aspects. Like interstate and
intrastate, there is also an interrelationship and intrarelationship
regarding numerical vibrations.

Keywords for the number ‘1’.

Keywords for the number ‘2’.

active, assertive, creative,
courageous, decisive, direct,
dynamic, ego driven,
independent, initiating, logical,
original, positive, powerful,
rational, reasonable, selforiented, self-reliant, steadfast,
straightforward

agreeable, amenable, diplomatic,
considerate, cooperative, gentle,
harmonizing, intuitive, kind,
nonobtrusive, patient,
peacemaking, receptive,
relationship driven and others
oriented, responsive, sensitive

linear, one-sided, single,
unilateral

bilateral, double, two-sided

aggressive, arrogant, demanding,
dominant, ego-maniacal,
insensitive, overbearing, selfish,
self-indulgent, self-obsessed,
unable or unwilling to notice
others, unbending, unemotional,
uncompromising, uncooperative

acquiescent, bending,
argumentative, competitive,
contradictory, deceptive,
dependent, doing things behind
one's back, duplicitous,
emotional, indirect, negative,
passive, submissive, vacillating
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So… back to our original question as to why the world is, and has
been, undergoing such dramatic change. It's simply because we are
smack dab in the middle of a massive pendulum swing between the
‘1’ energy of the last thousand years and the ‘2’ energy of this current
thousand years.
This has colossal, imponderable import for our earth and the people
living at this time, for it marks, not just a change of years, or a change
of decades, or a change of centuries, but a change of thousand year
increments of cosmic earth time and, more importantly, an enormous
change in the vibratory veil of planet earth.
One might not think this too extraordinary, but it is. A person could,
conceivably, outlive a century, but no one outlives a millennium. It is
an extremely long period of time as far as ordinary, human, day-today, living timetables are concerned. What is notably extraordinary,
however, is the shift in energy fields in the cosmic realm, so to speak,
when millennia change.
The vibratory influence of any millennium, of course, extends for a
full thousand years influencing every person, every creature, every
soul and every event occurring within its boundaries. Now, in our
lifetime, during this time-change of millennia, our earth is undergoing
a shift in cosmic forces of immense proportion, a shift which will
affect each of us whether we acknowledge it or not.
In understanding this concept, let's use the analogy of being at the
beach. When we are on the beach, we must deal with the size of the
on-flowing waves and their rebounding undertow ever pulling us
seaward. Sometimes the waves are small, sometimes medium,
sometimes large, sometimes huge, the larger ones possibly

jeopardizing our lives. For those who have experienced huge waves,
the kind that crest and crash on the beach with a devil-may-care
attitude, it can be frightening because such waves have no concern or
respect for anything in their path. They are impersonal manifestations
of cosmic creation and dominance. People, of course, have died in
such situations, their deaths testimony to the forces of the ocean over
which they and we maintain zero control.
So it is with millennia. They are huge living waves of cosmic energy.
They roll onto and over the beach of time with absolutely no regard
for personalities, possessions or social conventions. Oblivious to their
predecessor, they have their own will and they exercise it mercilessly.
They are aloof, indifferent and inconsiderate of what lies in their
path. These thousand year periods of impersonal, irrepressible power
and might harbor gargantuan levels of energy far beyond the ability of
any human being to control or manipulate. They control us. The sheer
weight of their mass and energy compel us to move to their will and in
their direction. Indeed, they move us where they choose and when
they choose, for we are not strong enough to swim against them any
more than we are strong enough to swim against the force of a tidal
wave. In effect, they rule and we obey.
Fortunately, to a degree, millennia, and their inbred, intrinsic
characteristics, are calculable, moving to a predetermined rhythm,
and by understanding their essence and adjusting to them, we can
survive by surfing, by going with their flow. To resist them is
impossible. They will simply pick us up, like the towering wave, and
slam us down to a more humbling position, perhaps taking our life in
the process.
Because of the enormity of their cosmic force and weight, changes in
millennia are, likewise, enormous.
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With this new cosmic wave upon us, this millennium tsunami,
the key phrase is: " adjust or perish."
photo © Oliver Clarke

Each millennium has very different traits and characteristics, just as
do numbers. To remain rooted in the ways of an outgoing millennium
and not adapt to the energies and characteristics of the incoming one,
is to insure annihilation.
This enormous shifting of energies between the ‘1’ energy of the 1st
Millennium and the ‘2’ energy of the 2nd Millennium can be likened to
a tidal wave pushing out the old… that which was Yang dominated, for
that which is new, Yin dominated.

When we apply numerical ciphers to millennia, we see that we have
come to the end of the 1st millennium. It was a thousand year period
of the self, action, conquest, exploration, invention, industrialization
and the planting of flags on newly discovered soil to claim property
rights for singular nations. It was, indeed, a time for the building of
empires demanding the type of qualities and characteristics that such
work requires – an active, courageous, logical, masculine, rational,
strong, unbending, unemotional stiff upper lip mentality. People's
feelings were not important. Life was cheap and relatively short.
Truly, it was a time of 'fire', fire which strengthened and hardened,
purified and also destroyed. It was a period in which the yang
principle dominated the earth's social structure. "It's a man's world"
was a phrase most probably coined during this thousand year era.
And, it was an age of monarchy – rulership by one, whether that one
was a queen or a king. It was not until the latter part of the 1st
millennium that such rulership began to be tested and challenged.
However, as this 1st millennium began to draw to a close, the
overlapping energy of the oncoming 2nd millennium began to be felt.
Naturally, this occurred most strongly in the nineteen hundreds, the
time frame in which the energy of the ‘1’ became focused on the nine
– the energy of completion and conclusion drawing things to a close
and leading to new beginnings (19  1 + 9 = 10  1 + 0 = 1). It was
during this century that women's rights began to emerge, walls of all
kinds began to collapse between people and nations, and issues
involving people, not conquests, began to take priority. Because of
the 'shrinking earth', people began to see that survival on our planet
was directly related to all of us working and harmonizing together as
one earth rather than as a collective assortment of individual entities
functioning independently and seeking different goals.
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Now we find ourselves poised on the starting line of a new race, a
new adventure. The 1st millennium is now the subject of history
books, myth and lore. It is over. The wave of its vibration has passed
and a new wave is upon us, a wave not ruled by the ‘1’ but by the ‘2’,
a wave consisting of very, very, very different characteristics. Exact
opposite characteristics in fact.
The 2nd millennium, in stark contrast to the first, will be a thousand
year period ruled by the yin – the female principle of the universe, the
absolute opposite energy of the one. This will be a time when she, the
female, will come into her own, when, most likely, it will no longer be
considered to be 'a man's world', but a world of equals. The 2nd
millennium theme will also encompass people, others and
relationships.
Principles of balance, emotion, equality, receptivity, sensitivity and
togetherness will take precedence. Because the number ‘2’ is a water
sign, it will be a thousand year era in which feelings and intuition will
also take their place on the great life stage.
One of the cautionary aspects of this 2nd millennium is that the ‘2’ also
rules duality, duplicity and vacillation. People, especially in the
beginning, will be subject to polarization and taking sides. Wedges
may split them on many issues, forcing everyone to consider other
people's points of view, to have patience with them (people and
issues) and tolerate them which, of course, are positive actions.
However, because of the differences of opinion which the ‘2’
generates, there will most likely exist competition and the struggle of
one against the other. In general, people may also not be as
straightforward and decisive as is necessary to the solving of

problems. The ‘2’ can vacillate and sway from side to side, and while
the positive aspects of this vibration are to, indeed, see and
understand both sides of an issue and reach a balance point, the
negative aspect is that there may not be the courageous standing of
one's ground when necessary, the honoring of one's word and the
utilization of logic which are positive traits. The faculty of reason may
be given a back seat to emotion, and while none of us can live without
emotion, emotion without reason can create volatile situations.
The 2nd millennium will also be a period of bilateral expression – the
expression of two, not one. The vibrational wave of the 1st millennium
may have made it appropriate to be unbending, unemotional and
unfeeling, never showing or exhibiting anything other than a stiff
upper lip. However, antithetically, the vibrational wave of the 2nd
millennium will make it appropriate to be bending, emotional and
feeling. The emphasis will not be on a rulership of one, but a
rulership of two. People will 'feel' more and have an intrinsic need for
their leaders to 'feel' as well. To exhibit a lack of emotion, feeling,
compassion, caring, kindness and togetherness in an environment
which not only demands such characteristics but creates them as
well, will spell catastrophe for those who fail to adjust and work with,
not against, the energies in existence.

Summary.
This 2nd Millennium heralds a new time; a very different time. This
new period of a thousand years will bring a concentration of energy
focusing on the female aspect of creation, on collaboration with
others, receptivity, relationships, sensitivity, support and
togetherness. This is not the millennium of the pioneer. It is now the
millennium of the partner.
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PART 2. Timeline
If you are going through hell, keep going.

Winston Churchill
Whatever we are reaping now we, ourselves, have sown
before.

Saint Sawan Singh, 20th Century
Without a doubt, it is this enormous shifting of energies between the
‘1’ energy of the 1st Millennium and the ‘2’ energy of the 2nd
Millennium that is responsible for the challenges facing our world
today on both a personal, regional, national and global level.
Other than the analogy of the tidal waves, we can also use the
analogies of a tug-o-war, a teeter-totter, and a pendulum with
opposing energies tugging back and forth for dominance in the case
of the tug-o-war; contrasting up and down motion, as in the case of
the teeter-totter, or movement back and forth from one extreme to
the other, as in the example of a pendulum. A rotating world moving
from day to night is also an excellent metaphor. Regardless of the
analogy, the shifting of opposing forces is creating confliction,
confusion, and intense levels of energy manifested in all aspects of
life: physically, emotionally, sexually, financially, psychologically,
domestically.
In the following chart, consider for a moment the havoc and
ramifications generated with a total shift from those qualities in the
‘1’ column on the left to those in the ‘2’ column on the right. It
reflects a complete bouleversement, a total reversal of attributes,
conditions, characteristics and energies.
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Millennia Shift – a Total Reversal of Opposites
From 1,000 years of #1 to 1,000 years of #2
Self
Male
Leadership
Monarchy
Government
Action
Creation
Expansion
Reason
Truth
Activity
In the spotlight
Authority
Domination
Conquest
Courage
Independence
Integrity
Individuality
Intent
Isolation
Loner
Inequality
Singularity
Self-confidence
Separateness
Union
Warrior
Victor

Others
Female
Followership
Bipartisanship
Opposition
Reaction
Dissolution
Contraction
Emotion
Lies
Passivity
Behind the scenes
Servitude
Submission
Capitulation
Cowardice
Dependence
Duplicity
Conformity
Dream
Connection
Community
Equality
Duality
Neediness
Togetherness
Division
Terrorist
Victim

To clarify, think of living in a house of all males for a thousand years
– and all that male energy is and represents – and then suddenly
finding yourself living in a house of all females and all that female
energy is and represents.
We can also think of living on a desert governed by dryness for a
thousand years and then being instantly uprooted and thrown into a
rain forest saturated with water and moisture, or moving from a
thousand years of daylight to a thousand years of night.
The psychological adjustments alone are staggering, not to mention
the physical, emotional, practical and day-to-day changes that would
have to be made to accommodate a completely different and
opposite set of characteristics and life-survival choices which would
be turned inside out and upside down. This immense shifting of
energies from one polarity [the ‘1’] to its direct opposite [the ‘2’] is
what we inhabitants of earth are currently experiencing.
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Timeline of the Millennia Shift.
All this discussion of the shifting of opposites begs the questions:
1. When did this shift begin?
2. When will it end?
3. How long will its effects last?

Population Explosion.
The Age of the Female, this current thousand year period of time, can
also be regarded as The Age of Others because the number ‘2’ rules
not just female energy but the energy of others and relationship as
well. For an Age of Others to exist, there must be a large number of
"others" present in the world.
When we look at the population figures of the world in the last
thousand years, we see that in the year 1,000 there were only
approximately 254 million people on the earth. In the year 1800,
there were 813 million, a gain of only 559 million people in 800 years.
In the year 1900 the population grew to 1.5 billion, an increase of 687
million people in only one hundred years, a gain larger than the entire
800 years before it! The engines of the 2nd Millennium rocket ship
were firing.

General population estimates of planet earth
from the year 1000 to 2050 [U.S. Census Bureau, Midyear Population].

Year
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2050

Population
254 million
301 million
360 million
360 million
350 million
425 million
545 million
600 million
813 million
1.5 billion
6.0 billion
9.0 billion

By the year 2000, the population of earth exploded to a whopping 6
billion people – a 300% increase in only a century from 1900 to 2000!
The rocket ship of The Age of the Female and The Age of Others had
blasted off! The projected population of the earth by the year 2050
will be 9 billion people. When this pattern is placed in a graph, the
explosion is obvious.
[Source: Juuti et al 2007]
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These facts are the mere tip of the iceberg of the ‘2’ energy manifested
in major players and events of the Twentieth Century.
A full list is offered in The Age of the Female: A Thousand Years of
Yin, now available at Amazon.com.

Dates of the Shift.
With the population exploding, the concentration of shifting energies
intensified. The first date in recorded history when the energy of the
‘2’ became manifested in numerology charts was 31 December 1957.
When the actual values of these numbers are added together, the
result is 2000, the identifying numeric cipher of this current thousand
year period which would have given anyone born on this date a pure
‘2’ Lifepath.
As the world population began to fire its engines in the 1800s, the
suffrage movement in the United States began with the Seneca Falls
Women's Rights Convention in July of 1848, organized by Elizabeth
Cady Stanton and Lucretia Mott. The movement culminated in the
passage of the 19th Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States on 26 August 1920, giving women the right to vote. The female
had arrived . . . in the 20th Century and in the decade of the 1920s!
This happened exactly while the earth's population rocket ship had
blasted off, heading upward at enormous speed into the skies of the
2nd Millennium, the Age of the Female and Others. Interestingly, the
word "suffrage" and the Lifepath of Elizabeth Cady Stanton are both
38/11/2 energy patterns. The synchronicity of all this is simply too
perfect to be coincidental.
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1957
+12
+31
2000
The importance of this date was magnified by the fact that only 89
days earlier – a nano-speck of cosmic time – the Soviet Union
launched Sputnik, the first orbiting satellite of earth, on 4 October
1957. This event started the space race in which two super powers
[note two, not three] began a competition [a ‘2’ characteristic] to reach
the moon, an "other" heavenly body which has universally been held
to be feminine in nature and marked by the number ‘2’ representing
others. It is all beautifully and perfectly synchronistic.

and Aldrin had the number ‘2’ dominate in their numerology charts.
Yet, Michael Collins, the astronaut circling in the Lunar Module while
Armstrong and Aldrin walked on the moon, had no 2s in his chart! So
here we have Apollo II [2] landing on another world [2] on a 20th
calendar day [2] in the 20th Century [2] by two astronauts, both of
whom had the ‘2’ energy awash in their charts. Coincidence? Hardly.

Yet, there's more. Having established the date of 31 December 1957
as being the first Lifepath calculation of the 2nd Millennium label of
"2", the next date of importance is 31 January 1969. This date marks
the 4th [Crown and last] Pinnacle in a numerology chart [Day, 31 plus
year, 1969 = 2000].
The year 1969 was also an auspicious year for the inhabitants of
earth for another reason. Why? Because on 20 July 1969, [20
reduces to a 2], two astronauts, Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin,
stepped foot on the moon [an "other" planetary body], thus marking
mankind's first steps onto another world other than its own an
auspicious event sealed in human history by the famous and
unforgettable words of Neil Armstrong: “That's one small step for
man; one giant leap for mankind!” This was during the flight of Apollo
II [11 is obviously a 2 in reduction]. Of note is that both Armstrong
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From a numerological chart perspective, the 4th and final Challenge
[Crown Challenge] will not be established until 31 December 2031,
which will mark the last day of the Millennia Shift [ 2031 minus 31 =
2000]. After this date, all souls born on planet earth will have the
number ‘2’ solidly entrenched in their numerology charts. As this
article is being written in August of 2009, there are still twenty-two
years remaining before the Millennia Shift is complete. It is, thus, a
powerfully dynamic time for the inhabitants of planet earth. To be
experiencing a cosmic energetic shift of such proportions is quite
rare, although difficult and challenging. The next shift of such
magnitude between opposing millennia won't be until the 4th and 5th
millennia, some 3,000 years away. As ‘1’ and ‘2’ are opposites, so are
‘4’ and ‘5’. The only other pair of opposites is that between the ‘7’
and ‘8’.
If you'd like to know more about what is happening during
these times, please read The Age of the Female: A
Thousand Years of Yin, now available at Amazon.com.
It explains in detail this enormous shift we're experiencing
on our earth.

Still, even though the core of the Millennia Shift will be complete on
31 December 2031, the effects of the Millennia Shift won't be
complete until the end of the first century in this new thousand year
period, approximately around the year 2100. Why? Because by then
most of the souls born in the Twentieth Century of the 1900s, and
therefore imbued with the energy of the ‘1’, will have passed on,
leaving a planet of souls saturated with the energy, attributes and
consciousness of the ‘2’. Therefore, this is not a time to be impatient.
It is a time to be calm, balanced and centered. We're not getting off
this Millennia Shift ride any too soon, so realistically we need to make
the proper adjustments in order to live a life of harmony and balance.
Patience, understanding, strength and courage are vital to stability
both individually and collectively. In other words, the effects of this
Millennia Shift are not going away any time soon. Therefore, it is
important to adjust, adapt and work with, not against, the natural
forces now enveloping our world and our lives.

KING OF LAWS
© Richard Andrew King

Whatever you are reaping now
you, yourself, have sown before.
This is not lore, but karma.
Whatever you have ever sewn
the same shall you reap and own.
This fact forever known as karma.
Whatever you have never done
will never catch you as you run.
Good or bad you can't outrun your karma.
Every action has reaction.
Every consequence its cause.
Karma is the King of Laws.
So, Dear Friend,
Be wise or foolish but take heed,
Every deed will make you bleed
or laugh or smile or cry.
Karma.
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PART 3. Looking Ahead.
The goal is to raise the spiritual values of society.

Dr. Albert Einstein
The sower of the poison cannot but be engulfed in the
poison.

Saint Dariya of Bihar, 17th/18th Century
The 2nd Millennium is creating an enormous shifting of consciousness
from that of the last thousand years – some good, some not so good.
But what lies ahead beyond this period of millennia shifting? Frankly,
it's a whole new world.
Following are the Summaries from Chapters 1 and 2 of
The Age of the Female: A Thousand Years of Yin
available at http://www.richardking.net/books
and www.amazon.com.

Chapter 1 – Summary
All in all, the Age of the Female, this thousand years of Yin, will be an
exciting and dynamic time for the inhabitants of earth because our
consciousness as a one-world people will be undergoing an extreme
metamorphosis, especially in the first one hundred years. This is not
an age which will focus on that which is singular, separate or
autonomous. This is an age which is and will continue to be involved
with those energies which are relationship and partnership oriented;
on that which is equal, fair and balanced; on that which is saturated
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with others being involved with others. It is the time for females and
feminine energy to have their due, a time where emotion and intuition
will wax like the fullness of the moon on a clear and starry night.
Thus, there will be reflection as well as creation; absorption as well
as radiation. There will be opposition and contrast, confliction and
distinction. This new age will be an age which will rock, teeter-totter,
swing and sway to energies far more powerful than man's ability to
control or manipulate. It is an age in which we would be well-served
to buckle up, hang on, stay balanced, disciplined, kind and caring
because, to be sure, we're in for the ride of our lives.

Chapter 2 – Summary
Life is expressed in circles, cycles, sides and tides. In other words,
everything has its time, place and purpose. In this temporal world
nothing is forever. Energies come and go, as do periods of time.
Indeed, to everything, including energy cycles and vibratory veils,
there is a season, and cosmic seasons can be identified with numbers
and their corresponding characteristics. These seasons, these periods
of time, all have their reasons, as well as their purposes for being in
the great and grand scheme of things. Nothing is without design.
Everything has both purpose and place.
Owing to its polar paradigm, changes in this dimension are constant
and certain, changes which can sometimes be trying and challenging
due to dynamic shifts of diametrically opposed vibrational fields.
Such a dramatic shift is the earth now experiencing as it moves into
the energy field of the female 2 vibration and away from its
antithetical polar male 1 counterpart.
To be sure, earth is no longer living within the energy field of the ‘1’ –
the male, the monarch and the pioneer. It is now living within the

millennium of the ‘2’ – the realm of others, the female and her
energy, the partner, the friend, helper, associate, assistant,
accomplice, companion, collaborator, colleague, comrade,
competitor, challenger, negotiator, diplomat, teammate, ally and
adversary.
It is also a time where balance and equilibrium will be critical to
survival; where emotion and intuition will find prominence and place;
where kindness, caring, compassion and personal service will have
more possibility of notoriety than ever before; where that which is
hidden will be revealed; where reflection and illusion will wax, not
wane; where that which lies on the surface may be opposite from that
lurking beneath; where people may become self-absorbed and blind
to the reality of others to the detriment of the whole; where forked
tongues may be accepted and acceptable; where courage may find
want and people may want for courage, and where the open, direct
and straight truth may be overshadowed by the indirect shroud of
duplicity and deceit.
Globally, governments must now take a new look at the 'cosmic'
situation, as well as how to provide leadership in a world founded on
thoughts of togetherness, partnership and positive personal
interaction and association with others, as opposed to the qualities of
oneness and self, which may have been necessary for the
independence and survival of emergent and autonomous nations in
the past, but which will neither serve nor promote the salutary
interests of an emergent and autonomous world… a world which will
not be marked as much by the pioneer as by the partner, a world
challenged with promoting cooperation, not contention; accord, not
discord; harmony, not inharmony; peace, not war; a world which will
engender the well-being of others rather than serving the interests of
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the single self and… it will be a world which will not be so much a
brave new world, but a new world in which we must all learn to be
brave.

Mid-Century Observation.
One of the observations concerns the middle of this first one hundred
years of the 2nd Millennium. For all of us, the 3rd [Crown] Epoch in our
numerology charts is derived from the year of birth, a period that
generally becomes active in a time window somewhere between our
late forties to mid-fifties. This number determines part of the
energies present in our charts from its moment of activation to the
end of our lives. For all of us born in the 1900s of the 1st Millennium,
our Crown Epoch includes a four digit set of numbers such as: 1927,
1939, 1945, 1958, 1966, 1977, 1982, 1999 and so forth. These
quaternary ciphers, because they're comprised of four numbers,
reveal a condition of complexity. The concern is that for all those
people born on the earth in the year 2000, their Crown Epoch,
becoming activated in their mid-forties to mid-fifties, will only consist
of one number, the 2! There's no complexity here at all. For those
born in the year 2001, the final period of their lives will be marked by
the simple number 3. Those born in 2002, by a single 4 and so on.
The question then arises, what is going to happen on the earth to
make the lives of these souls so simple?
Furthermore, the Crown Challenge, ruling the final challenge period
of our lives and becoming activated in the same general time period
as the final Crown Epoch [between mid-forties to mid-fifties], will
manifest the energies predominately of the 7, 8 and 9. For example,
Crown Challenges are derived by subtracting the day of birth from
the year of birth. A person born in the year 2000 and on the first day
of any month will have a Crown Challenge of 1999 – a number

grouping depicting endings [2000 minus 1 = 1999]. A person born in the
same year on the 15th of the month will have a Crown Challenge of
1985 [2000 minus 15 = 1985]; a person born on the 31st of any month
will have a Crown Challenge of 1969 [2000 minus 31 = 1969]. As
opposed to the Epoch timeline, all these challenges have complexity.
The existing condition will then be a simple life [as noted by the
Epoch ciphers] with complex challenges [noted by the Challenge
ciphers], an interesting combination.
Beginning in the year 2001, all Crown Challenges will be anchored in
the decades of the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s. This will continue until
31 December 2031, in which every Crown Challenge thereafter will
have a root of 2000 or higher, thus finalizing the end of the Core
Millennia Shift and cementing the number ‘2’ in the charts of every
living person on the face of the earth [2031 minus 31 = 2000]. From
that moment on, there will be absolutely no energy of the ‘1’
remaining in the final Pinnacle, Epoch and Challenge positions of
numerology charts of earthlings. By the end of the first century of this
millennia, and with the dying out of all those souls born in the 1900s,
there will be little trace of what life was like before the 2nd
Millennium. Only literary, auditory and visual records will reveal the
kind of life most of us are experiencing now and which marks the age
of the male yang [1] energy.
A simple external life ahead for the earth with complex challenges?
What will cause such simplicity and challenges combined? Global
conflict? Big Brother taking over people's lives, making them
dependent but conflicted? Famine destroying much of the world's
population creating personal turmoil? A global pandemic wiping out a
large portion of the earth's people? Some external force separate
from the earth causing massive changes? Or nothing at all? It is,
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indeed, a condition warranting thought and preparation – physically,
psychologically, emotionally, spiritually. The key for those people
surviving and moving into the future of the 21st Century will be to
remain balanced, controlled and focused on a spiritual way of life.
While events and conditions change in the physical dimension, they
do not change in the higher spiritual cosmos. Hence, a primary
reason to follow a spiritual path leading one inward, upward and out
of this earthly domain of changeless change, duality, and eternal
uncertainty, to greater spiritual planes of light and peace, thus
heeding the admonition of Saint Charan Singh, "Just live in the
creation and get out of it."
For more information regarding these changing times,
please read The Age of the Female: A Thousand Years of
Yin, now available at www.amazon.com and
www.richardking.net/books. It explains in detail this
enormous shift we're experiencing on our earth.

CONCERNS & DANGERS
© Richard Andrew King

The trip begins – just inches in
on a thousand mile road;
what lies ahead as travelers tread
the path is writ in code.
Sunny rays and shaky days
no doubt will take their turns
aligning the path circuitous
with dangers and concerns.
To hide the head and never dread
the route of unknown seas,
denies the wise and insures cries
of trailing miseries.
The path ahead is marked by Two:
divisions, tensions, rivals, strangers;
intruding eyes, Orwellian skies
disguise concerns and dangers;
create concerns and dangers;
concerns and dangers;
dangers.
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PART 4. The Two Tidal
Wave Rolls On
We should not lose our balance… We have to adjust…
If we try to solve the problems of the world we can never
succeed. We can only rise above these problems.
In this world there is nothing but strife, struggle and conflict.
Lasting peace can never be found within the domain of the
mind and senses. So it was from the time of creation and so it
will always be.

Saint Charan Singh – 20th Century
The tidal wave of the ‘2’ energy continues to roll over the landscape
of planet earth, its surge not even abating until the date of 31
December 2031, finalizing the Millennia Shift on 31 December 2099,
and in the process fundamentally transforming the world in such a
way that it would be unrecognizable to souls inhabiting the last
millennium of the ‘1’ energy.
This Millennia Shift between the ‘1’ and ‘2’ energies is massive and
arguably the most dynamic transition of any two sets of energies for
the next eight thousand years. There will be a major shift between the
4th and 5th millennia, and another between the 7th and 8th millennia.
Like the 1 and 2, the numbers 4 and 5 are direct opposites, as are the
numbers 7 and 8. Hence, great change during their transitions.
Thirteen years into the 2nd Millennium the world is witnessing the
exact characteristics of the ‘2’ – some good, some bad, and they're
not done growing in intensity. Nothing is purely one-sided in this
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dimension of duality. Everything has two sides – one positive, one
negative; one light, one dark.
How man manages the intense energies of the ‘2’ and its Master
Number 11 root signifying opposition, contention, descension and
division will determine the quality of his life, both on a personal and
collective basis. The key to living a successful life in this ‘2’ era
is balance, i.e., keeping all aspects of life in alignment – spiritual,
physical, psychological, emotional, material, financial, sexual, social,
political, governmental, global. This is not easy to do. In fact, such
balance must begin with each of us individually. If we wait for the
mass of humanity, the state, government or world community to

achieve balance, we will be waiting interminably. The mass
consciousness moves at the speed of Gibraltar, if it moves at all. This
is why personal responsibility is critical to a meaningful life. To avoid
getting caught up in the tumult and chaos of this change, we must
remain balanced, centered and spiritually focused.

Male vs. Female College Enrollment.

Still in its infancy, the state of the world in this 2 Millennium with its
attributes and characteristics reveals the following…

The male-female ratio in higher education has been steadily moved in
favor of the females ever since the 1970s. Total enrollment figures
show that females outnumbered their male counterparts for the first
time in the late 1970s, and they have steadily increased their
numerical advantage ever since. The superiority first came in public
universities, but soon private universities saw female enrollment
surpass male enrollment.

nd

Rise of Women.
Female (Yin) energy continues to rise. Beginning at the Seneca Falls
Woman's Rights convention in 1848, in the United States, women
continue to expand their presence in all aspects of free societies –
education, business, medicine, communication, athletics, politics and
so forth. Non-free societies which have subjugated women are
continuing to feel the pressure of female ascent, as is openly, and
sadly, apparent in many countries. Ultimately, this will change. Yang
(male) energy is waning; Yin (female) energy is waxing. The Great
Cosmic Pendulum has reversed direction from Yang to Yin. Expect
women to continue rising on the global stage. This is her time, and the
spotlight is now on her.
A thousand years of Yang, gone.
A thousand years of him, been.
Now, a thousand years of Yin begin
as the cosmic clock assures
and the tides of time secure the next one thousand years
belong to her.
The Age of the Female: A Thousand Years of Yin Chapter 1
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Regarding the rise of women in education, Forbes.com stated:

The female domination of higher education prevails across all types
of schools.
and

[https://www.forbes.com/sites/ccap/2012/02/16/the-male-female-ratioin-college/]

Women in Medicine.
The rise of women is also notable in medical school students:

In the U.S., women were 47.0% of all first year medical school
students in 2010-2011.

[https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/1104302]

Women in Business.
The business world is also experiencing a rise in the number of
women in business. Go4Funding.com states: Today, more women are

breaking free from the traditional, gender-specific roles and
venturing into the business world. Not only are they holding high
corporate positions but they are also successful women
entrepreneurs who own almost half of all businesses in the United
States.
[http://www.go4funding.com/Articles/Entrepreneur/Some-Facts-AboutWomen-Entrepreneurs.aspx]
Obviously, the conclaves of education, medicine and business are not
the only arenas in which Yin energy is waxing. Common sense and
simple observation illustrate the rise of women in practically every
field of endeavor.

Socialization.
The number 2 is the primal energy of socialization, an energy that
continues to expand at breakneck speed. Social media, for example,
exploded during the Alpha Phase (first ten years) of the new
millennium. Google came into existence in 1998, LinkedIn in 2003,
Facebook in 2004,YouTube in 2005 and Twitter in 2006. Obviously,
these networks are already an entrenched aspect of modern society.
And think how fast they have grown – faster than the blink of any eye
in cosmic time.

Cell Phone Usage.
A major aspect of the earth's social globalization is the remarkable
usage of cell phones and similar devices. Worldbank.org has stated
that 75% of the world's population has access to such phones and
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devices – 75%! It wasn't that long ago when the standard phone in
American households was a black finger-dial model with a straight
black cord connected to a wall jack. When a person wanted to make
a call, he or she had to first connect to an operator who would place
the caller on a party line in which people could listen to other
people's conversations.

Social Impersonalization.
One of the noticeable ironies of this age is that even though people
are becoming more social, as witnessed by the genesis of social
media, people are also becoming less personal. Perhaps the clearest
example of this is the television commercial where a young woman
and man are sitting across the table from each other in a restaurant

booth and, although they're within touching distance, she's sending
him a text message that's she's breaking up with him. She doesn't talk
directly to him, she doesn't even look at him. Her head is buried in
her cell phone the whole time. Although quite laughable, the universal
message being expressed is quite sad. People are allowing machines
to so consume themselves that they are losing sight of what is natural
– personal interaction. This creates a state of impersonalization that
is humanly deleterious to productive and harmonious relationships.

Others & Relationships.
As powerfully as the number ‘2’ represents female energy, it also
governs the concept of others and their relationships. In fact, it can
be argued that the dominant theme of the 2nd Millennium
is relationships and all the issues – positive and negative – that are a
product of its energy.

Dependency.
Groups generally have a greater potential for survival than
individuals, which is why people ban together in clans, communities
and nations. However, when individual sovereignty and freedom –
which are the lifeblood, power, and energy of the group – are
subordinated to bureaucracies, the group will ultimately die.
Bureaucracies gain their energy from free-spirited, unencumbered
individuals, not vice-versa. In the history of man, it has always been
the individual spirit that has generated success, not governments.
This is why any government governs best when it governs least. It
recognizes the source of its own being – the individuals who comprise
it.
And herein lies one of the great challenges for the world and America
during this 2nd Millennium. People the world over are relinquishing
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their individual sovereignty to their governments, becoming
dependent upon them for their survival and well-being. They, the
people, are abdicating their self-reliance, individuality, personal
responsibility and accountability in deference to the external power
of others, i.e., their governments, which, unabated, keep growing in
their voracious greed for power and control. They, the people, are
increasingly manifesting a sense of apathy and passivity for their own
well-being. Huge mistake. In doing so, they will ultimately become
enslaved by those to whom they carelessly and thoughtlessly
acquiesced their personal power, and it will be hard, if not
impossible, to regain their freedom. Through their ignorance and
apathy such people are planting the seeds of their own lamentable
incarceration, and in the end they will have no one to blame but
themselves. The tragedy is that their offspring will have to pay the
price for their actions and it will be too late to change course.
Inquisitively, what will future generations of children think of the
legacy their parents and elders left them? Will they speak of them in
glowing, grateful terms or something far less complimentary?

It's Your Fault.
The 2's negative energy of others is nowhere more obvious than in the
ever-growing ignoble malady of blaming others for one's own actions.
In this day in age where do we ever see anyone blaming himself for
his own actions and condition in life? People relentlessly and
shamelessly point their finger of blame to some other person, event
or circumstance for their own actions. Yet, the basic reality of life is
that each of us is responsible for our own actions. As famed Indian
Saint, Guru Nanak states: I blame not another; I blame my own
karmas. The circumstance of blaming others for one's life is yet
another manifestation of individuals surrendering their own power to

others – individuals, groups or governments. Nothing good will come
from such a lack of character. It is another step downward into a dark
future of enslavement.

Conflict.
The interaction of others and their relationships are visually depicted
in the number 11 in which each individual 1 signifies a person, ego,
group, nation, mindset, ideology or world in conjunction with other
persons, egos, nations, ideologies, etc. If there is harmony between
the two 1s, there will be peace – the positive side of the ‘2’. However,
there can also be competition, division and contention between the
1s, the extreme result being inharmony and war – the negative side of
the ‘2’.
It is the negative aspect of the ‘2’ that creates the great danger for
earth and her human race. Honestly, when we look at the world today
do we see anything approaching harmony? Quite the contrary. There
is division and contention practically everywhere – nationally and
globally.
One of the divisional benchmarks in the United States, for example, is
that after the Presidential Election of 2012 every state in the union
submitted requests for secession, every state! There is a massive
body of Americans who are extremely concerned with the path and
policies generated by the current leadership of the United States.
Nothing to the degree of this divisiveness of secession has ever
happened since the American Civil War. Such a condition does not
bode well for America's future of "One nation under God."
Even more severe are the great divides among nations and cultures.
Where is the harmony here? The Middle East is a continuous hotbed
of descension, hostility, and killing. Emerging nations in pursuit of
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nuclear power are a glowing threat to global stability, especially given
the emotional instability of many world leaders who possess the
power to create a nuclear holocaust.
On this issue it is interesting to note that the word "nuclear" maintains
a general root of 29/11/2 – the most dominate and potentially
destructive numerical binary signifying relationship power struggles.
In fact, the word "energy" is a 38/11/2. When both the 11s of
"nuclear" and "energy" are combined, the result is the master number
22 – the vibration of construction or destruction. It is not a
coincidence that nuclear energy is one of the hallmarks of the 2nd
Millennium, which itself is contained within the energy field of a
duality-based universe. Thus, our world of earth is – and will be for

another 987 years – deeply immersed in the energy of the ‘2’ [as of
writing, 2012]. This is why our current world is not so much a brave
new world but a new world in which we must all learn to be brave.
Unless man miraculously changes his ways and operates on the
positive side of the ‘2’, his way forward will be downward into the
abyss.

Space exploration.
The ‘2’ energy of others also governs the exploration for other
worlds. NASA's Kepler Telescope, a planet-hunting, in-spaceplatform instrument, is constantly searching for planets where liquid
water is present at usable temperatures and where a blend of lifesustaining fundamental elements and compounds are present. Space
exploration is even being undertaken by the private sector. Indeed,
the earth consciousness is moving beyond the realm of its ‘1’ energy
of solo existence into the realm of the ‘2’ energy of other worlds.
Hopefully, earthlings will even expand such pioneering to build livable
communities/bases on the moon to study space from the moon's
vantage point. As a matter of inquiry and curiosity, why hasn't this
been done already? Why go to the trouble of building space stations
when the moon itself can function as a space station for the
inhabitants of earth?
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Silver Linings.
So where are the silver linings within the 2's energy, especially since
the world is generally operating on its negative side? First, it's
important to understand that within every positive is an equal negative,
and within every negative is an equal positive. Such is the construction
of this bipolar dimension. Were we to stop and think deeply about this
issue, we would discover many silver linings, no doubt, but here are
five major blessings noted in the sequential letters A-B-C-D-E.

A. Awareness.
Contrary to fairytale stories with living-happily-ever-after endings, this
world is not a Pollyanna Land. Rather, and quite truthfully, it is a
Pandora's Box of misfortune. All high level mystics and Masters teach
this reality. When we understand this, we can adjust our perspective as
to how to manage our lives, leading us to demonstrate one of the most
critical skills in our ability to live a meaningful life, balance.

B. Balance
Balance is primary. It is virtually impossible to succeed and maintain
success in any life endeavor without balance. It is an absolute critical
life skill. Maintaining balance is a function of keeping things in
alignment, as mentioned earlier in this article. When things are out of
alignment, trouble ensues. When times are hectic and crazy, and
getting crazier by the day, it reminds us, if we're paying attention, to
keep our balance so we don't fall off the cliff. For example, having a
balanced budget for a home, business or country is requisite to health
and well-being. When finances are not balanced, difficulties follow as
a natural course of events. Debt, despair, suffering, sorrow and
tragedy are the result. The silver lining – be balanced!
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C. Centeredness
It is axiomatic that we lose our balance because we lose our center,
allowing external factors to control us rather than us controlling
ourselves. And is this not a common experience? The silver lining of
external negativity is to remind us that, ultimately, we are in control
of ourselves. Just because the rest of the world, or most of it, is out
of control does not mean we have to be. Negative circumstances and
events should remind us to stay centered so we can remain balanced
and not fall off the beam of life.

D. Diamond Worth.
Chunk of coal or a diamond? Which would we want to own? Which
would each of us want to be? To be a chunk of coal, all we have to do
is nothing except lie around and erode away into a meaningless
whisper of worthless black dust. But to be a diamond, ah! there's the
rub. Diamonds are made under extreme heat and pressure over an
extended period of time, not by a mere and casual blowing of an
intermittent wind. In other words, if we want to be a person of great
value, like a diamond, we have to be subjected to heat and
pressure over long periods of time in
order to be transformed into the
most valuable of jewels.
It is challenging and difficult
circumstances over long periods
of time that offer us the great
opportunity of becoming
diamonds. Gems are not made by
chunks of goal basking in the sun or
sipping on delicious beverages while being fanned by servants under
a palm tree on a vacation island. In order for there to be greatness in
any of us, there must be heat, pressure and time placed upon us,
voluntarily or involuntarily. It is difficult times that create diamondesque men. Such is one of the greatest silver linings of challenging
circumstances and their seemingly interminable longevity.

E. Elucidation of a Divine Design
Perhaps the greatest silver lining of negative circumstances, if not
their greatest gift, is that they often serve to redirect our attention
inward to seek answers to our world-laden woes and, ultimately, find
God in the process. In fact, it is common knowledge in spiritual
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teachings that when God wants to bring a soul Home, the first thing
He does is make that soul uncomfortable with its life so that it
redirects its attention inwardly to where the Ultimate Truth exists.
When men lead comfortable lives, they don't seek answers to life's
meaning or grand purpose. It is only when beset with pain, suffering,
tumult, trials, tribulations and tears that men turn inward and begin
asking God for help. Therefore, when any of us is laden with sorrows,
let us be grateful that, as we turn inward – in spite of our external
pain and suffering – we will see... and find… that we have not just
been given a silver lining, but a lining of Divine Light and Eternal
Knowledge transcending anything this very low and dark world has to
offer.

Summary.
As the ‘2’ tidal wave continues to roll across the landscape of earth, it
will continue to bring issues, influences, events, circumstances and
situations reflecting its bipolar energy focusing on females,
relationships, others and socialization. There will be positive and
negative experiences within its reign – as is true for all numbers.
The great challenge within this ‘2’ Millennium will be to create
balance in all things without allowing negative energies to destroy the
world in the process. There are silver linings to every number, to
every energy, and if man focuses on the positive side of the ‘2’
vibration, he – individually and collectively – can create a fulfilling
and meaningful existence for himself and the entire earth.

PART 5. Millennial Layers
In the web of its own actions is the whole world caught and it
does not realize it.

Guru Nanak
What you have not done will never befall you; only what you
have done will befall you.

Saint Dadu
Life exists in layers. These layers are manifested in many ways. For
example, a high-rise building is composed of layers but we call them
stories. Educational systems are constructed in layers but we refer to
them as grade levels. Military systems exhibit their layers as ranks
and so forth.
Furthermore, layers often contain sub-layers. High-rise buildings
have underground foundations and above-ground structures. Ranks
in military systems are composed of officer ranks and enlisted ranks.
Elementary, junior high, high school, and collegiate levels have their
sub-levels such as freshman, sophomore, junior, senior, graduate,
post graduate, doctoral, and post-doctoral.
From a numerological perspective, timelines are also comprised of
layers and sub-layers. For example, our world is now transiting its 2nd
Millennium. However, as we exist within this thousand year period
marked by the number 2, replete with its amalgam of positive and
negative traits, we are also simultaneously beset with the energies of
the 21st Century and its vibratory field of the 3 [2 + 1 = 3], complete
with its bevy of positive and negative attributes. Furthermore, each
century contains sub-layers in the form of decades, decades have
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their years, years have their months, months have their days, days
their hours, hours their minutes, and minutes their seconds. Clearly,
life is a construct of layer upon layer upon layer of intertwining and
interacting energies.
All of these varying layers and sub-layers comprise the energetic
warp and woof of the fabric of our lives. When we understand these
energies and how they relate one to the other, our ability to
successfully manage our lives and destinies increases.
To apply this knowledge, we begin by addressing the positive and
negative aspects of the millennium in question first, and then, using
that as a baseline, integrate its energies with those of the century in
question and its decades.

2nd Millennium Energies.
Positive Traits: balance, caring on a personal level, controlled
emotion, diplomacy, equilibrium, harmonious socialization, intuition,
partnership, peace, positive relationship, support, tenderness,
teamwork, togetherness.
Negative Traits: apathy, confliction, confrontation, deceit,
dependence, discordant socialization, disequilibrium, division, hypersensitivity, imbalance, interference, lack of caring on a personal level,
nefariously indirect action, negative relationship, passivity,
separation, terrorism, treachery, uncontrolled emotion, war.
A casual observation of our world clearly reveals the confluence of
the 2's energies in both positive and negative aspects. Unfortunately,
because of the five hindrances that infest mankind (as taught by
Saints and Masters) – ego, anger, greed, attachment, and lust –
human beings, nations, and governments in general operate on the

negative side of the 2 coin. Were the attributes of humility,
forbearance, contentment, detachment, and chastity (antidotes to the
five hindrances) adopted as a life expression both individually and
collectively, the world would be a drastically different place,
positively so.

21st Century Energies.
Positive Traits: health and well-being, joy, happiness, uplifting
thoughts and actions, edifying ideals, harmonious communicative
skills, art, love of children and pets; stable, centered, confident
persona; balanced individuals; friends and good times;
entertainments.
Negative Traits: disease and lack of well-being, disrupted mental
outlook, unhappiness, negative thoughts, banal ideals, vanity,
narcissism; abrasive, acerbic, harsh, destructive language and
communication skills; lack of tenderness and positivity toward
children and animals; conflicted personal image, lack of wholeness
and confidence, entitlement, superficiality; enemies, lack of friends
and good times.

Interweaving.
Having listed the composite traits of each number, we juxtapose and
assess. The 2's negative energies are certainly visible in this world
where ideologies, nations, and governmental bodies of all levels are
divided more than ever before; global conflict and tensions continue
to mount; anxiety, tension, and war are always present
(unfortunately); imbalance wants for more centeredness; indirect
action in the form of global terror continues to wax, not wane;
unreasonably sensitive individuals and groups demand apologies for
the slightest disparaging remark; deceit and treachery overwhelm
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honesty and virtue. These challenges and their lessons will be with
men of earth until the end of the millennium – another 886 years from
the time of this writing. For man to survive within the 2's energy field,
he will have to grow beyond such negativities and manifest the
positive aspects of the 2 – balance, peace, partnership, compassion,
support, compromise, and fairness.
The energies of the 3 (from this 21st Century) are also quite apparent.
As a major example, consider Obamacare in America. Its focus is
supposed to be on health and well-being (3), but it is being hotly
contested, unfavored by the majority of Americans because of the
burden it imposes on an individual's right to provide for his own
health care sans governmental interference, thus creating a further
division and exacerbated confliction (2) between government,
Congress, and the citizenry.
Entitlements are a massive issue globally. Greece, Spain, France, and
America are all involved in entitlement issues. Dependence on the
government is rising. This in stark contrast to the independent,
courageous, resourceful, "I can do it myself and I neither need nor
want any government help" spirit of the last millennium, that of the
#1.
Another 3 issue is image of all kinds. Celebrity and personality
worship outweigh substantive reflection. Many young people in
America today can name their favorite actor, actress, singer, or star
athlete but have no idea who the Founding Fathers were or the
powerful principals that created America in order to insure its
exceptionalism, freedom, and sovereignty.
Added to this is the propensity to invest inordinate time in playing
games, chatting mindlessly, indulging in dangerous pursuits of

pleasure, drugs, sex, and other sensual gratifications, as well as not
paying enough serious attention to those principles which guarantee
freedom – such as discipline, self-control, sacrifice, balance,
courage, determination, steadfastness, independence, and virtue.
Thus, a recipe for degradation is created, the fruit of which will
neither be tasteful nor beneficial in creating wholeness, wellness, and
happiness. All of this is due to a lack of vision and understanding of
the fundamental law of this creation, i.e., cause and effect, karma. As
Saint Dariya states: “The sower of the poison cannot but be engulfed
in the poison.”
A mix of 2 and 3 energy is manifested in the explosive communicative
aspect of our society via cell phones (social communication) but
tragically hampered by them as well, with people choosing to
communicate indirectly (negative 2) rather than face-to-face.
Ironically, while people are becoming more socially intertwined, they
are equally becoming socially dysfunctional. How many people hide
behind their technology (indirect action) rather than being openly
direct and engaging? Remember the television advertisement of the
young woman breaking up with her boyfriend as she texts him the bad
news while sitting across from him at a table in a restaurant? This
concept of indirect action is commonplace throughout the world in all
of its varying aspects.
Moving deeper into timeline layers, the earth is now in the Teen
Years of the second decade of the 21st Century of the 2nd Millennium.
The Teen Years encompass those years from 10 through 19, where
every year begins with the energy of the 1, i.e., the ego, self, and
identity. This 1 energy is activating individuals, nations, and
governments to be self-centered. Think of how challenging the lives
of teenagers are, totally consumed with themselves as they grow into
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maturity. This same energy is active now on the global stage and will
be through 2019. When 2020 arrives, there will be greater emphasis
regarding the concepts of others and relationship – attributes of the
2. Whether the relationship energy of the 20s decades will be positive
or negative depends upon the level of consciousness of humanity en
masse.
Unlike the 2nd Millennium energies, those of the 21st Century will
terminate in 86 years, giving way to the vibrations of the 22nd
Century. These will be much, much, different, and they contain a very
real danger.
In closing, Guru Nanak's observation is quite germane: “In the web of
its own actions is the whole world caught and it does not realize it.”
And one final poetic thought regarding the placement of personalities
before principles…

AMERICA, SWEET SOUL
© 1998 by Richard Andrew King

America! America!
Sweet Soul, lift up your eyes.
Your love of personalities
portends of your demise.
Great men and women seeking Truth,
in search to quench their thirst,
place principles on pedestals –
not personalities first.
There was a time when you believed
in Right, where virtue graces;
but now you're sacrificing all
for the love of passing faces.
You worship Ease, not Principle.
Accept the base to lead you on.
Blinded by your biased greed,
you displace Right with Wrong.
America! America!
Sweet Soul, observe your deeds,
for they are the reflection
of your prior, planted seeds,
seeds which yield fruit
exactly of its kind.
One cannot harvest oranges
after planting seeds of lime.
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America! America!
Love principles chaste and pure.
Personalities will come and go,
but principles endure.
Times will go on changing
with faces old and new.
Success, however, rests upon
principles holding true.
Therefore, beware America!
Your legacy lies in knowing
that the reaping of your future
hangs on the seeds you're sowing!

The Age of the Female.
A Thousand Years of Yin

The King's Book of
Numerology. Volume 1

The book highlights the profound and
extraordinary ascent of the female in
the modern world, placing her center
stage in the global spotlight as
presidents and leaders of nations, titans
of industry, corporate executives,
military generals, media magnets,
doctors, lawyers and a whole host of
other prestigious titles normally
associated with the male.

FOUNDATIONS & FUNDAMENTALS
provides a thorough, well-designed plan
for studying, understanding and applying
the ancient science and art of numerology
to our lives and destinies.

Why has her rise to prominence been so
rapid, especially in consideration of
historic time? Why also has there been
an increased interest in other people's lives in our society, an
intensification in competitive athletics, personal data collection and
the exploration of space and other worlds?
The Age of the Female: A Thousand Years of Yin is an insightful and
exciting read into these mysteries, offering compelling and irrefutable
evidence through the ancient science and art of numerology that,
indeed, the age of the female has arrived and the next thousand years
belong, not to him, but to her.

Available at www.amazon.com and www.richardking.net/books.
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The KBN1 leads you step by step easily
and efficiently through the learning
process beginning with a complete
description of basic numbers, double
numbers, purifier numbers, master
numbers and the letters in simple and
specific form. This is followed by a
complete explanation of the Basic Matrix
– the numerological blueprint of our lives illustrating the pattern and
interrelationship of the energies and forces creating our destiny. The
Basic Matrix describes the actor (Expression) reading a life script
(Lifepath) and generating a performance on the great stage of life
(Performance/Experience), all motivated by the internal forces of the
Soul and Nature.
Through the King's Numerology we can begin understanding the
cosmic forces comprising, defining and describing each of us as we
traverse the pathway of this incarnation.
Available at www.amazon.com and www.richardking.net/books.

